Screening of Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) 
Introduction
Early diagnosis of disease has been important for maintaining optimal health and reducing costs associated with treatment. Diabetic retinopathy (DR) if not treated in time, can lead to the loss of sight [1] .
Diabetic retinopathy is characterized by the presence of red (microaneurysms and hemorrhages) and white (hard exudates) lesions as well as neovascularization. Cotton wool spots are also often observed in the retina, although these are not signs of diabetic retinopathy per se [2] .
Developing a unified framework that can identify different retinal lesions has been published using a visual words dictionary model [3] . This model creates a large set of visual words, which increases with the number of lesions that are identified. Therefore lesion detectors need to be combined to optimize classification. Within the field of multi-lesion detection associated with DR, detector fusion methods have been applied [4] but require further development for the DR model.
The most common fusion methods can be classified into three levels: (1) abstract (each classifier outputs the class label for each input pattern); (2) rank (each classifier outputs a ranking list of possible classes for each input pattern); and (3) measurement (each classifier outputs a score, probability or confidence level for each input pattern) [5] . Majority voting, 'sum', 'product', 'max', 'min', 'average', 'median', 'OR' and 'AND' methods [6] are commonly employed.
This paper presents a unified visual words framework that is able to identify hard exudates, deep hemorrhages, superficial hemorrhages, drusen, and cotton wool spots.
Our main approach expands upon that of Acharya et al. [4] and our previous work. Points of Interest (PoIs) are combined into visual words and a visual dictionary [7] that identifies specific anomalies within the retina is created. A set of classifiers work in cooperation followed by methods for classifier fusion. Three fusion methods were evaluated: OR, majority voting and meta-SVM.
State-of-the-Art
A variety of different classifier fusion techniques can be used to augment the diagnostic performance of individual models in the context of diabetic retinopathy classification.
Niemeijer et al. [8] applied classifier fusion methods to combine several detectors for microaneurysms, using static combination rules and meta-classification. However, the results indicated, in some cases, that combining detectors for the same lesion does not necessarily result in better performance.
Methods
Detector fusion is applied to a multi-lesion detector algorithm based on visual words dictionary [7] . Detectors operate in parallel and are combined to obtain a result related to the presence of diabetic retinopathy.
Visual dictionaries constitute an approach in which each image is treated as a collection of regions. The only important information is the appearance of each region [9] . When creating a visual dictionary from a training set, the most representative regions for a given lesion are identified.
When creating a visual dictionary from a training set of examples, we want to learn the generative model that selects the most representative regions for a given problem. The number of selected regions must be large to distinguish relevant changes in the images, but not too large to the point where it starts distinguishing irrelevant variations such as noise.
Individual detectors
Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm was applied to find a set of points of interest [10] in the image and characterize their surrounding regions. [11] .
Visual dictionaries contain a feature space by applying a clustering algorithm that finds the most discriminative features for the lesion of interest. Each region of PoIs becomes a visual 'word' of a 'dictionary'.
For the training set a region of interest within the retinal images is identified by the specialist and contains examples of the specific lesion. The training stage then locates the PoIs within the image under analysis, using SURF. Each image in the training set generates a series of PoIs, which are then filtered, retaining only the PoIs within the regions of interest for further processing to create the dictionary.
To perform the final classification, the Support Vector Machines [12] classifier was used. For training the classifier, the SVM is fed with the signatures of the training images containing positive and negative examples. For each image, the signature is computed mapping each PoI onto the closest (in Euclidean distance) word in the pre-computed dictionary.
To classify a new image the method computes the PoIs using SURF, quantizes the PoIs, generating a histogram of visual words, and feeds the trained classifier with the resulting signature.
Fusion of detectors
Currently, different pre-and post-processing procedures are required for each detector, making multi-lesion detection difficult and inaccurate [13] , [14] .
There are numerous methods for combining classifiers. The principal approach is classifier fusion, which considers that all classifiers contribute to the final decision, assuming competitive classifiers [15] . We investigated three methods of classifier fusion: OR (logical dichotomy between the output of different binary classifiers), majority voting (the class with more common outcomes is elected) and meta-SVM (a new binary classification layer fed with the margin distance outcomes of the SVM binary classifiers) and applied two post-normalization techniques: term frequency (on the individual detectors stage which basically divides each entry in the feature vector by the its sum) and zscore (on the fusion stage with meta-SVM which zerocenter each entry in the feature-vector and divide it by its standard deviation).
Experimental results
The experiments were performed on the DR1 dataset, (Department of Ophthalmology, Federal University of São Paulo). The dataset comprises 7,137 images of which 4,293 are normal retinas, 234 images contain hard exudates, 146 contain deep hemorrhages, 102 contain superficial hemorrhages, 139 contain drusen and 73 contain cotton wool spots 1 . All images in this dataset were manually annotated by three medical specialists. The average resolution of the images is 640 x 480 pixels. The experiments have two parts:
• Part #1. Multi-lesion detection using individual detectors.
• Part #2. Investigation of three different fusion methods using the results from Part #1. Results of Part #1 experiments are the average of a 5-fold cross-validation protocol shown as ROC curves.
Experiments -Part #1
Results for detection of hard exudates, deep hemorrhages, superficial hemorrhages, drusen, and cotton wool spots are presented. We utilized 500 visual words to describe each lesion in the dictionary (250 lesions-based words plus 250 normal-based words) [3] and SVM fed with the signatures (500 values followed by the class information) of the training images (Section 3.1). Figures 1 and 2 show the results for the ROC curves for the individual lesion and multi-lesions present in the DR1 images. Table 1 summarizes the results for areas under the curve (AUC).
For single lesions (Fig. 1) our method performs best for classifying hard exudates (AUC=91.6%), whereas for multi-lesions (Fig. 2) an AUC of 88.3% was obtained. 
Experiments -Part #2
To improve the multi-lesion classification, we investigated the effectiveness of three fusion techniques.
To perform the fusion experiments with the meta-SVM method, we used each raw SVM output and not only the class information (+ or -) by modeling the SVM algorithm to provide distances to the hyperplane as our criterion. For the meta-SVM fusion method, the signature format comprises the distances to the hyperplane obtained in each individual classifier followed by the class information. The meta-classification was performed with both the original signatures and applying z-norm as a post-recognition normalization technique over the distances (Section 3.2.4) to compare the respective results. Figure 3 presents the ROC curves for the meta-SVM analysis. AUC using the normalization technique with z-norm was equal to 67%, whereas using the original distances a better accuracy (AUC = 83.7%) was achieved. Meta-SVM without normalization performs better because the difference and the division operations of z-norm method may lose the main characteristic that distinguishes normal and lesion retinas. Table 2 shows the experimental results for the fusion with logic OR, majority voting and meta-SVM. The majority voting fusion algorithm provided the highest accuracy but also the lowest sensitivity. A comparison between OR and majority vote results establish that OR provides better DR classification due to its higher sensitivity. 
Conclusions
Single lesion detection combined with data fusion for single lesion performs best. All lesions are identified with accuracy greater than 80%. Only superficial hemorrhages are detected at below 80% accuracy for multi-lesion detection.
The best result was obtained with meta-SVM (AUC=83.7%) suggesting that the use of outputs of individual detectors in a new classification level can be defined as a powerful framework to identify the presence of DR. To improve this result, we are investigating possible fusion solutions such as [16] which maps the distances to a normalized probability space. Furthermore, we are investigating the effects of poor quality retinal images in a DR screening.
